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ABSTRACT 

“Becoming-Bird: Sound, Image, Movement” explores how birds encounter the world, 
how humans perceive birds, and ways in which we as humans might take the point of 
view of birds, and thereby enter a different consciousness of that world we share with 
these “other” beings who were living on Earth long before we humans arrived. We have 
never known a world without birds;  however, we are now the major cause of one of the 
major mass extinctions of life forms on this planet, one indicator being the disappear-
ance of bird species. Many of the extinctions and declines are not even noticed because 
humans are less and less connected with the sounds, smells, sights, and subtle clues of 
the natural world, as our hearing is increasingly mediated by electronic communication 
devices. Hearing the sound of birds is one of the ways that humans can still be awakened 
with wonder and delight to the world outside of human-produced electronic and me-
chanical sounds.  

Becoming-Bird is a triptych connecting three separate art pieces, in different media and 
modes of experience, unified by bird song:  direct experience in nature, a virtual experi-
ence on a website, and an indoor sound art installation and concert.  The direct experi-
ence is an audiotour of the UCSC Arboretum from a bird’s point of view, where the expe-
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rience of walking through a scientific botanical garden has been transformed to an en-
counter between humans, birds, and imagination. Participants are directed to make 
marks in a field notebook and they are interviewed afterward to see if their perception of 
birds has changed. The direct outdoor experiences of the participants are transformed 
into public collaborative art by the creation of a virtual tour of the Arboretum on a web-
site, where the drawings and interviews collected from the participants are displayed.  
The third experience is an indoor sound art performance where a musical composition 
made up of birdsong samples is played in a music concert hall; an art installation pro-
vides a small intimate room where the music composition is linked to images. My thesis 
project is a unique opportunity to research both the scientific and the cultural aspects of 
birds, to reassemble this information into an immersive artistic synthesis of visual and 
sound art, direct observation, scientific knowledge and new media technology, critically 
but playfully questioning human-bird relationships. 

Website Documentation of Thesis Project: http://danm.ucsc.edu/web/bcox/thesispro-
ject 
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1.0  Oecologie 
“Becoming-Bird: Sound, Image, Movement” explores the boundaries separating humans 
and birds, across which humans might enter the perceptual world of birds.  Birds are 
acutely aware of every sound, image and movement; their survival depends on it.  Every-
thing surrounding them affects their livelihood, and they have evolved physiology and 
behavior to take advantage of specialized niches in the ecosystems they inhabit.  We 
humans, on the other hand, have evolved technological ways of isolating ourselves from 
the natural world, and inhabit many if not all ecosystems.  By entering the bird’s world, 
we can learn to pay better attention to our natural surroundings, and our shared Oe-
cologie, a word derived by the scientist/artist Ernst Haeckel in 1866 from the Greek 
word oikos (household or dwelling, plus logos or knowing), to describe the complex re-
lationships between organisms and environment.1

Becoming-Bird examines how we might enter a different consciousness of that oikos we 
share with these “other” beings, who were living on Earth long before we humans ar-
rived. The sound of birds unifies the three parts of my project, a triptych (literally, three 
things) presented in three different modes of experience: direct experience in nature, a 
virtual experience on a website, and a music composition performed in a music recital 
hall and in an art installation. In ancient Greece the triptych was a set of three wooden 
wax-covered plates hinged together and written on with a stylus.   Culturally, the trip2 -
tych has appeared in many forms, such as medieval triptychs that folded inward to re-
veal a different image when folded than when opened. The number three also suggests 
the idea of the stratum, a borderline joining two discontinuous episodes, or two evolu-
tionarily discontinuous life forms, bird and human.  My project uses birdsong to explore 
this border region. 

Becoming-Bird can be experienced directly in the form of an audiotour or soundwalk 
through the U.C. Santa Cruz Arboretum. Participants listen to birdsongs and instruc-
tions in a recording, and are asked to stop at different locations or stations and to make 
drawings in a notebook given to them when they start the tour. Between stops they are 
asked to listen to the outside sounds, rather than to the recording. Participants proceed 
at their own pace, but follow a mapped trail.  Participants are directed along a guided 
sequence of experiences, although they are free to wander off on their own. 

The virtual experience is a website tour of the Arboretum, and contains sound record-
ings of birdsong, interviews with the participants, scans of the physical markings made 
by participants in the field books, and still and video images from the Arboretum.  The 
participant can navigate through the site in many different ways, presenting a non-lin-
ear experience of the Arboretum audiotour.  Every visitor to the website experiences a 
different tour, since there is no directed sequence for visiting the links.  Also, each view-
er experiences the virtual tour through a different computer, monitor,  and browser. 
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The birdsong composition is presented first as a concert, in an enclosed music recital 
hall.  The three-part music composition, made up of birdsong, begins with ambient na-
ture recording in the first movement, linked to images of the area from which the 
sounds were recorded.  I recorded these images at dawn in June, 2007, at two different 
habitats in the Sierra Nevada Mountains, wetlands in Sierra Valley and forest at Yuba 
Pass.  I have layered both the sounds and the images from these two habitats.  The sec-
ond section is a recording of my voice, that morphs to frequencies and tempo to mimic 
birdsong.  The images in this section are images of birds from art history.  The third sec-
tion is made up of six short experimental variations of six individual birdsongs obtained 
by manipulating tempo, pitch, and position of bird song phrases and notes.  The images 
show each individual bird as its song is presented.  This is an evolution of birdsong to 
human music, using recorded birdsong and computer software as the musical instru-
ment.  

In this written thesis, I provide a theoretical and historical context for my work.  In the 
first part, Sound, I discuss the nature of sound and the relationships between birds, hu-
mans, and music. In the second part, Image, I contrast direct experience with virtual ex-
perience, and describe the historical context of using direct experience in education and 
art practice.  In the last section, Movement,  I describe the meaning of my title, “Becom-
ing-Bird” and describe various philosophical and cultural resources that have informed 
my work.  “Becoming” is chosen rather than “being” because it refers to a movement 
that is underway but not completed, not insisting on a beginning or end.  

My thesis project is a unique opportunity to research both the scientific and the cultural 
aspects of birds, to reassemble this information into an immersive artistic synthesis of 
visual and sound art, direct observation, scientific knowledge and new media technolo-
gy, critically but playfully questioning human-bird relationships.  My hope is that those 
who participate in “Becoming-Bird” gain a new understanding of the interrelationships 
of living beings and the environment, oecologie. 
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2.0 Sound 

Sound is as essential to birds as feathers.  While feathers insulate the bird and allow spa-
tial flight, sound allows the bird to create an auditory world, extending its body dimen-
sions outward to mark the boundaries of its territory.  When humans enter the sonic ter-
ritory of a bird, we are given a portal into another way of experiencing sound.  

2.1  What is Sound? 

Sound is a sensation generated by traveling vibrations of molecules.  Sound travels in 
waves and the rate of occurrence of these waves is measured as frequency, in units of 
waves per second, or Hz.  The experience of sound requires time and is a temporal phe-
nomenon.  Sound requires a transmitter and a receiver.  Any motion or pressure that 
can vibrate molecules can generate waves, but to be sound, the reception of these waves 
requires a sensor that can detect them.  This receiver can be a biological sensor or a me-
chanical or electronic sensor.   Natural physical sounds are produced by wind, lightning, 
rain, earthquakes, etc.   Many types of animals produce sound designed for communica-
tion.  Birds create a variety of sounds to communicate, including clicks, hammering, 
wing noise, calls, and songs.  Biological communication involves information exchange, 
information recognition, and memory.  Humans create vocal and instrumental sounds 
to communicate,  as well as mechanical and electronic recording devices for capturing, 
storing and replaying sounds.  

Sound travels from a source through media in all directions.  Human ears are situated 
on opposite sides of the head and are focused in different directions.  When a person 
walks along a path, such as the Arboretum soundwalk, the right ear and the left ear are 
hearing different sounds.  As the tour begins, the right ear is open to a busy road with 
traffic, while the left ear is open to the relatively quieter expanse of the ArboretumAr-
boretum.  There is no way to reproduce the richness of an outdoor aural experience in a 
recorded performance. 

The Arboretum walk gives the participant the chance to experience the full spectrum of 
sound, with the addition of recorded sound afforded by ipod recordings of birds.  Birds 
that are present during the walk are acutely aware of the sounds and movements of any 
participants in their territory, and respond accordingly.  The virtual tour of the Arbore-
tum provides bird recordings and interviews with participants.  The sound art installa-
tion/performance surrounds the audience with recorded sounds linked to images pro-
jected on a screen, followed by a re-entry into the full spectrum of sound as they exit the 
gallery or concert hall.  

2.2  What is Music? 

The word “music” is derived from the Greek word mousika, a word meaning any art  
presided over by the Muses (symbolizing inspiration).  Music, like art, is difficult to de-
fine, but it is first of all sound, and requires a source, a receiver and an interpreter or 
processor.  Music is sound that has certain qualities. Human-made music usually, but 
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not always, has pitch (frequency of vibration), rhythm (arrangement of the sounds in 
time), melody (a succession of pitches), and harmony (more than one simultaneous 
pitch). Like human music, birdsong also has pitch, rhythm, melody, and can have har-
mony when birds duet or create a chorus. Some birds have extensive repertoires, such as 
the Brown Thrasher (Toxostoma rufum) who has a repertoire of more than 1,800 songs  3

and can engage in countersinging and duetting. 

Almost all existing birds, with the exception of a few species of pelicans, vultures, and 
storks, are capable of vocalization, but not all vocalizations are songs. Birds have evolved 
a specialized organ, the syrinx, analogous to the human larynx, to produce their vocal 
sounds. Whereas the human larynx is situated at the top of the trachea, the avian syrinx 
is much closer to the lungs, allowing the syrinx to access both bronchi to produce ex-
tremely complex songs. Similarly to the human voice, birds can modulate their songs by 
stretching and retracting their necks, and by opening and closing their bills.   True 4

songbirds appear to have developed a special forebrain circuit for learning and produc-
ing songs,  analogous to language learning centers in the human brain.  5

Birdsongs are patterns or phrases of sounds.  Hartshorne  writes that these patterns or 6

phrases are not strictly made up of notes, since the many syllables have more than one 
pitch. Phrases can be two sounds of a different pitch, trills, rattles and on up to a range 
of complexity.  Birds may repeat a single pattern in single repetition, a repetition with 
variations, a repertoire of repeated songs, a repertoire plus variations, variable se-
quences, and medley-sequences. 

2.3 Why do birds sing? 

The two main functions of birdsong are defense of territory and mate selection.  Exper-
iments with loudspeakers in the field playing birdsongs have shown that birds avoid the 
territory from which a different bird species’ song is being broadcast.  However, ordi-
nary calls, as well as songs, can also serve this function.    But songs, because of their 7

complexity, provide considerably more information. 

Different birds evolved their song-making abilities in very specific environments and 
ecosystems.  Charles Hartshorne classified birdsongs according to the behavior and eco-
logical conditions of different birds. One conclusion that he drew from his observations 
was that singing skill correlates with territoriality, dull plumage and the absence of be-
havior that would draw attention, insectivorous diet, and ground-feeding.   Other im8 -
pressive singers (such as the Hermit Thrush), occur in mature, moist forest where they 
can be invisible and since the forest dampens sound travel, they project their song a 
greater distance, giving them less visibility. 

Rosemary Jellis studied the sounds of birds as complex communication systems with 
sound signals adjusted by each individual bird according to its physiology, its environ-
ment, and its needs. Birds fly and are on the move, yet still must remain hidden from 
view while maintaining communication within complex environmental and social net-
works linked to visual displays.  Jellis observed that birds may convey moods, such as 
anxiety, alarm, aggression, and irritation.9
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Songs provide information on the gender of the species of the bird, the region of its ter-
ritory, and its age.  The song may also indicate the reproductive condition, the quality of 
the territory, the health of the singer, and its mating status.  There is strong circumstan-
tial evidence that male birds attract and stimulate females with their songs.  Females 
prefer songs of their own species, and they seem to prefer males with a larger repertoire 
of songs.   10

One of the most enthralling aspects of birdsong is the “Dawn Chorus”.  After a night of 
almost complete silence, but approximately 1 h before dawn, the males begin to sing.  
Each species begins at a slightly different light level.  The quality and quantity of the 
songs differ at this time from singing during the rest of the day. Some birds, such as the 
Eastern Towhee, may sing one song over and over, then slowly add to their repertoire. 
Other birds may sing different songs at dawn than during the rest of the day. The dawn 
chorus probably serves many purposes, including the reestablishment of dominance hi-
erarchies, the attraction of early-rising mates, and territory defense after a night of 
rest.    In the sound art performance I feature a recording of a “Dawn Chorus.” 11

2.4 Evolution of Music 

Birds were making music millions of years before the first humans “arrived” on Earth. 
Humans most likely evolved in forests in what is now the African continent, an envi-
ronment  permeated by the songs of birds, awakening from sleep with the “Dawn Cho-
rus”. Our closest living genetic relative, the Chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes), can vocalize 
but does not make what most people would consider to be music.  Homo nean-
derthalensis, the earliest humans to arrive in Europe from Africa, were capable of mak-
ing music through technology, evidenced by a 45,000 years old Neanderthal flute found 
in Slovenia.  This is interesting because it is debatable whether or not the Neanderthals 12

had the ability to make words, determined by some as the position and shape of the hy-
oid bone, or “Adams Apple.”  It is also interesting because there does not seem to be any 
evidence that the Neanderthals produced any two-dimensional visual art.   Although 13

the evidence for flutes and the evidence for cave drawings are only the fragments of the 
past that have managed to survive, the fact that the oldest musical instrument is older 
than the oldest cave drawings, and that the Neanderthals may not have had the ability to 
form words, might suggest that music could precede both visual art and spoken words in 
the evolution of human imagination. 

Like the Neanderthals, some of the earliest Homo sapiens  produced musical instru-
ments that could mimic birds, primarily flute-like instruments. Recently, 9,000 year old 
multi-note flutes made of the ulnae bones of a Red-Crowned Crane, Grus japonensis 
were found at an early Neolithic site of Jiahul, in the Central Yellow River Valley Prov-
ince of Henan, China.  Bird bones are hollow in order to optimize the bird skeleton for 14

flight; thus, bird bones are ideal for making musical instruments and these flutes are 
still playable today. 

Are there any reasons why early humans might have wanted to imitate birdsong? Any 
modern human with fully functioning ears can hear and mentally process birdsongs in a 
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natural environment. Humans are awakened by birdsong at dawn. We know that hu-
mans were interested in birds at least 17,000 years ago because of depictions of birds on 
the Lascaux Cave in Southern France. Birds are prevalent in mythology and prehistoric 
iconography and often link the living and spiritual realms;  some prehistoric music 
might have been an attempt to communicate with birds as proxies for spirits.    

Birdsong is a type of tonal language, and tonal languages are more effective for commu-
nicating long distances in forested environments. Many human languages have been 
and continue to be tonal.  Many contemporary non-European indigenous cultures imi-
tate birds in their tonal music. The Kaluli of Papua, New Guinea integrate birds into all 
of their traditions and believe that the birds communicate with them;  the Temiar jun15 -
gle people of Malaysia believe that illness is a sign that the soul is lost and use musical 
sounds to help patients find their way home; one of these is a two-toned sound, imitat-
ing the call of the Golden-throated Barbet.   16

2.5  Interspecies Imitation 

Interspecies imitation of vocal sounds between humans and birds occurs in both direc-
tions.   Many birds, such as Mockingbirds, Mynah birds, and birds of the parrot family, 
imitate human sounds and incorporate them into their repertoires.  There is an active 
area of scientific research to determine the intelligence of Amazon parrots and their 
ability to learn and use human vocabulary (e.g. Irene Pepperberg’s work at MIT with the 
recently deceased parrot named Alex).   There is an interesting story about Mozart and 17

a companion Starling, a bird who supposedly learned one of Mozart’s compositions and 
“publicized it” by singing it in the neighborhood, being the first musician to publicly per-
form the music.  Mozart was so attached to this bird that he dedicated a composition to 
the bird after the bird’s death, which coincided with the death of Mozart’s father.   18

Many human composers besides Mozart have used birdsong in their compositions, in-
cluding Respighi, Vivaldi, and Messiaen, an ornithologist-musician who composed 
suites of music categorized according to birdsongs from which the phrases originated. 
Contemporary nature sound artists such as Hildegard Westerkamp, David Dunn, Dou-
glas Quinn, Bernie Krause and others record nature sounds in the field and then sample 
and remix them to form original musical “assemblages”.  Other musicians, such as Stan 
Poplin and the UCSC Small Jazz Ensemble (February 28, 2007), have performed impro-
visational jazz by responding to recorded birdsong. Filmmakers have used birdsong to 
create ambience since the early days of sound films. 

DeLeuze and Guattari’s chapter entitled “Of the Refrain”  suggests that using birdsong 19

in human music compositions is “deterritorializing” birdsong from the bird and from 
scientific concepts of birds and reterritorializing into a new assemblage of artistic and 
cultural relationships, forming a “cosmic refrain”.   This concept could also be applied to 
the use of human sounds by birds.  That is, the human sounds have been reterritorial-
ized and used to communicate in a way not intended by humans.  What about a mutual 
music-making between humans and birds?  David Rothenberg is a musician who takes 
his musical instruments out into nature and tries to interest the birds in playing music 
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with him.  Many companion birds learn to sing along and make music with humans.  I 20

have recorded some of the repertoire of a 24 year old cockatiel who has learned to sing 
and drum with his human musician companion. 

2.6 Hearing and Listening to Music 

Sound interpretation and song recognition require specific hearing mechanisms and 
brain pathways.  Birds have the ability to discriminate very subtle differences in their 
songs, but their frequency range for hearing is not as great as that of humans. The fre-
quency range (in Hz or waves per second) of song that humans hear is from around 20 
Hz to 20,000 Hz; most birdsong is in the range of 2,000 to 7,000 Hz, although some 
birds can hear either above or below this range.  This is significant because it implies 21

that all birdsong can be heard by humans. Bird music is meant to be heard in nature; 
birdsong does not exist in isolation, but is part of an ecological soundscape. Human mu-
sic, by contrast, is part of the human cultural sphere and is generally isolated from other 
interference sounds, either within structures, or by its amplitude.  Humans, like birds, 
make vocal music, but are also capable of producing physical instruments to play or me-
diate the musical sounds.  While birds traded their arms for wings,  humans have devel-
oped manual dexterity enabling them to make objects, including musical instruments.   

In addition to the capacity to hear music and sound, comprehension requires attention 
or active listening.  Birds are always paying attention, and are sensitive to subtle sounds.  
Humans, on the other hand, have the ability to daydream, to ignore sounds that don’t 
interest them, to live in noisy environments that mask the natural sounds, and to create 
sound environments such as headphones and recorders and telephone receivers that 
isolate them from the surrounding environment. 

Many musicians have pointed out the importance of active listening in the ability of 
people to enjoy music and increase their own creativity.  Composer, musician and 
teacher W. Mathieu wrote a handbook for teaching people to listen.   The composer, 22

musician and theorist Pauline Oliveros  invented the phrase “deep listening” and 23

formed the “Deep Listening Institute” to encourage people to use deep listening as an 
aid to creativity and musical collaboration.   

2.7 Noise 

Noise is generally understood to be undesirable, a type of sound that interferes with 
sleep, concentration, enjoyment of other sounds and disrupts communication.  Indus-
trialization has lead to increasing amounts of noise that interferes with the communica-
tions of all animals.  R. Murray Schafer, a Canadian composer and theorist, brought at-
tention to the natural Soundscape (a word he created), and how increasing noise is de-
stroying our ability to listen to the complex nuances of natural sounds, and is a form of 
environmental pollution affecting the “acoustic ecology.”   He developed several cata24 -
loguing systems for sounds, including  physical characteristics, referential aspects, aes-
thetic qualities, and sound contexts,  and suggested exercises and “soundwalks” as a way 
to become more sensitive to the sounds around us. 
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Bernie Krause, a musician and acoustician, mapped the spectra of many environments 
that were undisturbed by human noises back in the 1980’s and discovered that animals 
occupy certain sound niches.   He called the spectral signature of an ecosystem the Bio25 -
phony.  He demonstrated how the disruption of these sound niches can seriously disrupt 
communication.  The measurement of sound spectra can be used to discern the health of 
an ecosystem; the more complex the patterns of the spectra, the more diverse the ani-
mals occupying the ecosystem.  Krause has recorded at the same locations for decades, 
finding that today, very few of the places he studied in the 1980’s are free from the noise 
of humans and their technology.  

While human-made noise is a serious problem for ecosystems, noise can be used cre-
atively in musical compositions in the recording studio.  Luigi Russolo, an Italian Futur-
ist, wrote a manifesto in 1913 entitled “The Art of Noises”.  He encouraged the use of 26

machine noises and other concrete noises of everyday life to expand the vocabulary of 
musical sounds.  “We want to give pitches to these diverse noises, regulating them har-
monically and rhythmically. “ He classified 6 families of noises, the sixth of which was 
the voices of animals and people.  Just as used material can be incorporated in visual 
art, such as collage and montage, noise can be used in musical composition, as “remix”. 
Edgard Varese, famous for his musical masterpiece entitled “Ionisation”, redefined mu-
sic as “organized sound” and focused his music on timbre, texture, and musical space, 
and was inspired by metaphors from chemistry, astronomy, cartography, and geology.27

John Cage, like Russolo and Varese, felt that noise was an important resource for musi-
cal composition.  He believed that “wherever we are, what we hear is mostly noise.  
When we ignore it, it disturbs us.  When we listen to it, we find it fascinating. Static be-
tween the stations. Rain.  We want to capture and control these sounds, to use them not 
as sound effects but as musical instruments.”  Cage also realized that there is no silence.  
Even in sound isolation he was able to hear his heartbeat and breathing.    28

In the Arboretum soundwalk, I call attention to the noise that makes it difficult to hear 
many of the birds, and that in fact, interferes with their communication.  There are stud-
ies that show that new variations in birdsongs have resulted as an adaptation to noise 
and other human activity.  For example, having to sing later to avoid the noise of the 
day, or having to sing faster, to communicate in smaller intervals of quiet.  Birds who 
can’t adapt disappear and the population distribution changes.  The spectrum for a 
bird’s song in the city is much flatter and has much less character than the same bird’s 
song in a quieter environment.29

2.8  Recording Music and Birdsong 

One goal of my project is to use recordings of birdsong played to focus attention on the 
sounds and sights of birds in the environment.  A normal microphone cannot record 
what the human ear is actually hearing.  People who record nature sounds have devised 
different schemes, such as the placement of two microphones at a similar distance and 
orientation as the human ears relative to the human head, in order to capture “binaural” 
sound.   Many new recording and birdsong playing devices have appeared on the mar30 -
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ket, such as a data base of birdsongs linked to their pictures on an ipod (birdJam)  and 31

binoculars equipped with a sound recorder (rememBird.)32

Humans do not have an easy time learning to identify birds by song.  One reason this 
might be so is that the higher pitch and the more rapid tempo of birdsongs are not in the 
normal range of human communication sounds. Todd Newberry leads birdwatching 
trips and has noted that if he plays a birdsong that has been slowed down, that humans 
are better able to learn the rhythms and tune.   Birdwatchers also use mnemonic de33 -
vices such as creating words or phrases that sound something like the bird’s song and 
are often used for the bird’s name, such as the Chickadee, which sings a phrase that 
sounds like chick-a-dee-dee-dee. 

Humans are able to share and transmit the sounds of music through various visual 
means as well as through sound. The scientific spectra recorded from bird sounds have 
been used in research for decades.  These are also useful for teaching and learning bird-
songs.  Jim Steele teaches birdsong identification classes at San Francisco State Univer-
sity’s field camp near Yuba Pass and uses the printed spectra of individual birdsongs as 
an aid in birdsong identification in the field.   These show frequency as a function of 34

time, as well as amplitude.  Once a person understands the graph, it is like “reading mu-
sic”. 

Musical notation is another means of recording, transmitting and learning birdsongs.  
Many musicians have converted birdsongs into musical notation which can then be 
sung.  Since we are such a visual culture, many people find it easier to learn by “seeing” 
rather than by “hearing”. 
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3.0 Image 

Bird sounds can alert people to their presence, and seeing birds can create lasting im-
ages.  A hummingbird buzzes by and we hear a high pitched sound and we may then see 
it perch and see a flash of red feathers.  A robin wakes us up in the morning as it leads 
the “dawn chorus” and we may see it hopping around on the ground pulling up worms 
after a rain.  We hear the sometimes obnoxious sounds of a Scrub Jay or a Stellar’s Jay, 
then see their blue feathers aggressively dominating a birdfeeder.  Humans have been 
inspired to represent birds since the earliest cave paintings.   

Today, our technology allows us to watch every detail of a bird’s life, from documentary 
film-making, close-up still photography, and webcams of nesting boxes, and even ro-
botic cameras that allow the visitors to observe, identify, and capture digital images of 
birds.  These types of virtual images allow people to study and learn about birds, but 35

not directly. One could argue that a live webcam is a type of primary information, where 
every viewer can make their unique observations and stories.  However, this is a two-
dimensional digital image from somewhere else, and tells us nothing about our own sur-
roundings.  I have had the experience of being so seduced by the technology of the web-
cams that I waste time that could be used to directly observe the birds that surround me. 

One of the objectives of my research is to use new media to invite people to directly ex-
perience and rediscover the natural world that surrounds us through the imagined con-
sciousness of birds.  To this end, I have designed an audiotour of the UCSC Arboretum 
from a bird’s point of view, where the experience of walking through a garden has been 
converted from a scientific botanical tour to an encounter between humans, birds, and 
imagination.  

3.1  Philosophy of Direct Experience 

Human knowledge about birds can be second-hand (through books, images, lectures, 
conversation, etc.) or direct.  Scientific knowledge of birds is derived from sense-based 
experience and evidence, rather than intuition and a priori knowledge, and is built 
through the testing of hypotheses. Scientific studies have tended to be reductionist, 
where sensory studies of animals are done by isolating the animal or its sense organs.  
Studies of hearing and song-learning in birds, for example have involved the permanent 
deafening of birds and their “sacrifice”.  The sensory information of field biology is in-
creasingly obtained through technology, rather than through direct human sensory ex-
perience. As an example, many animal studies are based on knowledge provided by re-
mote sensing devices. 

The philosophy of knowledge is called epistemology of which there is an important 
branch called Pragmatism, which originated with Charles Pierce (1839-1914), an Ameri-
can scientist, logician, mathematician and philosopher, who saw inductive and deduc-
tive reasoning as complementary rather than competing modes of reasoning, and intro-
duced the idea of inference. Pierce believed that any truth is provisional, and that the 
truth of any proposition cannot be certain but only probable.   36
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Pragmatism and the philosophy of direct knowledge can be expanded beyond what the 
scientific method would recognize as knowledge, to a more wholistic concept.  Four 
American philosophers who recognized the importance of emotion, the environment, 
and direct experience in the theory of knowledge are William James, John Dewey, 
James Gibson and Edward Reed.  

William James (1842 to 1910), an American psychologist, physiologist, and philosopher, 
was a very original thinker known for his writings on pragmatism. He recognized that 
reality differed for each individual according to their emotional and active lives, based 
on “whatever excites and stimulates our interest”.  Humans carve out their lives accord-
ing to their interests and will, using their knowledge.  Paying attention was for James an 
essential part of consciousness.   In my project, I am directing the attention of the par37 -
ticipant to birds, and the consciousness of the participant is stimulated to become more 
interested in birds. 

John Dewey (1859-1952), an American psychologist-philosopher and educational re-
former, was one of the founders of the New School for Social Research in New York City, 
where John Cage was a teacher.  Direct experience was at the core of many of his writ-
ings. 

“It is not experience which is experienced, but nature – stones, plants, animals, diseases, 
health, temperature, electricity, and so on. Things interacting in certain ways are experi-
ence; they are what is experienced. Linked in certain other ways with another natural 
object –the human organism – they are how things are experienced as well. Experience 
thus reaches down into nature, it has depth. It also has breadth and to an indefinitely 
elastic extent. It stretches. That stretch constitutes inference.”   38

He saw art as being embedded in both culture and in nature. Dewey, talking about art, 
writes “Art is the quality of doing and of what is done “   and requires “conscious wit 39

and will.”    He recognized a continuity between everyday experience and fine art, and 40

that culture results because of prolonged and cumulative interactions with the environ-
ment.  What makes the work “fine” is that the artist lived fully while producing it. Fine 
art involves completeness of living in both the perception by the audience and the mak-
ing by the artist.  

John Dewey believed that education should involve people in problem-solving through 
direct experience of real life situations.   “Direct experience is a function of man/nature 
interaction in which human energy is constantly transformed. Through direct experi-
ence and problem-solving in real life situations, human energy is constantly trans-
formed.” He recognized the importance to human knowledge of participation with other 
human beings, animals, plants, and the environment, and how this subjects any knowl-
edge to human error, necessitating constant revisiting and revisions.  There is no “abso-
lute truth” and “ultimate knowledge”.  He was also influential on Alan Kaprow, who em-
phasized direct experience in the practice of art. 

James J. Gibson (1904-1979)  was an American psychologist of visual perception (eco-
logical psychology) and a philosopher.  He looked at direct experience from the point of 
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view that each living sensory being experiences the world around them in a unique way.  
The individual being and the world around the individual are inseparable.  Ecological 
perception includes both “looking around” and “getting around”. The measurement of 
vision using scientific experiments involves putting a human or other animal in a con-
trolled situation, preventing movement.  This type of visual measurement gives only a 
snapshot or aperture of vision.   Gibson wrote that“...natural vision depends on the eyes 41

in the head on a body supported by the ground, the brain being only the central organ of 
a complete visual system.”  Gibson also recognized that the visual display of any infor-
mation, no matter how complex, gives only a fragment of information. 

Edward S. Reed (1954-1997), philosopher and ecological psychologist, commented on 
and built upon the work of Gibson.  He felt that western philosophy from its beginnings, 
and especially since the rise of modernism, has been hostile to direct experience. 

“The important experiences of our lives–feeling love and loving back, mak-
ing a place into a home, coming to identify ourselves with certain activi-
ties–all these and more are dismissed by mainstream Western thought as 
unreal, as subjective additions to a world that is nothing more than 
whirling particles. Experience, if it can be said to exist at all, is said to exist 
in the mind only, and not at all as part of the realm of things.”   42

One of the primary motivations for my project is the concern that people are becoming 
less connected with the natural world around them, largely because of our electronic 
technology. Edward S. Reed predicted this in 1972: 

“As this is written, billions of dollars are being spent to create continent-
wide information superhighways along which will flow every conceivable 
kind of information except one.  The information being left out of these 
developments is, unfortunately, the most important kind: the information-
termed ecological-that all human beings acquire from their environments 
by looking, listening, feeling, sniffing, and tasting – the information, in 
other words, that allows us to experience things for ourselves…For under-
standing our place in the world, ecological information is thus primary, 
processed information secondary.” 43

Although communication across the internet and through telephones allows us to expe-
rience direct information either through our ears or our eyes or both, and to transmit 
information through touching keys, the realm of cyberspace cannot sustain life, and in 
fact, a recent death occurred because a South Korean gamer lost touch with his physio-
logical requirements, playing games nonstop for 50 hours.44

3.2 The Art of Direct Experience 
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Direct Experience is and was an important aspect of Fluxus art.  Fluxus, a word mean45 -
ing flow, was the name given to an international network of artists, composers and de-
signers who blended different artistic media and disciplines in the 1960s, strongly influ-
enced by the ideas of John Cage’s experimental classes at the New School of Social Re-
search in New York City, as well as the teachings and philosophy of John Dewey.  The 
European artist George Maciunas originated event scores and Fluxkits. Alan Kaprow 
originated the idea of a “happening”, and spoke of the Fluxus art as a “blurring of art 
and life.” 
   
The Sound Walk manifestation of “Becoming-Bird” has characteristics of both an “Event 
Happening” and a “Fluxkit”, the two primary forms of Fluxus art.  As a “Happening”, the 
tour takes place in a public space, calls for public participation, and is unique, experien-
tial, and unpredictable. The art is “life-like art” and is intended to be a way of noticing 
and enjoying the moment. Similar to Event Happenings, the participant is given a print-
ed invitation.  Similar to a Fluxkit, the participant is given something that an artist, a 
scientist, or a child would use:  audio equipment, a sketchbook, and colors.  The map 
and the audio recording are like an “event score”.  The participant is kinesthetically 
gathering primary sensory and intellectual information and recording this information 
in the notebook.  Like many Fluxus events, “Becoming-Bird” is rooted in music, but the 
music of birds rather than humans. 
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4.0 Movement 

“Becoming-Bird” is a movement inspired by a chapter in Deleuze and Guattari’s  A 
Thousand Plateaus (1980), entitled “1730: Becoming-Intense, Becoming-Animal, Be-
coming-Imperceptible...”    What do Deleuze and Guattari mean by Becoming-Animal?  46

What are connections between Becoming-Animal and Becoming-Bird?  Why do they use 
the date 1730? 

4.1 Becoming 

One of the meanings of “becoming”  is “coming into existence”, which I translate as an 47

emergence of a new relationship.  The original French word used was the infinitive, de-
venir, which is generally translated  “to become”. Deleuze and Guattari describe Becom-
ing as a rhizome (p239), and then enumerate what Becoming is not.  It is “not a classifi-
catory or genealogical tree...certainly not imitating, or identifying with something; nei-
ther is it regressing-progressing; neither is it corresponding, establishing corresponding 
relations; neither is it producing, producing a filiation or producing through filiation.  
Becoming is a verb with a consistency all its own...”.  This seems to be a grammatical 
contradiction (if becoming is a rhizome, i.e. a noun, then how can it also be a verb?) 

A  rhizome expresses the idea of a dynamic, growing, interconnected network.  ”A rhi-
zome is made of plateaus...[where] a “plateau” is any multiplicity connected to other 
multiplicities by superficial underground stems in such a way as to form or extend a rhi-
zome” (p22).  So they seem to be saying that “Becoming” is the growing of the rhizome 
made of plateaus, intensities that form the connections between the multiplicities. 

4.2 Animal 

The word animal has a long list of dictionary definitions, including “anything living” ; 
“having the breath of life”; “a brute or beast as distinguished from man”; “animate, liv-
ing, organized, as opposed to inanimate”; and a note that “the Anglo-Saxons commonly 
bestowed animal-names upon their children.  What do Deleuze and Guattari mean by 48

animal?  It appears that in some places they are applying the term to any animal that is 
not human, where they divide animals into three categories (p. 240): 

“We must distinguish three kinds of animals.  First, individuated animals, 
family pets, sentimental, Oedipal animals each with its own petty history, 
“my” cat, “my” dog.  These animals invite us to regress, draw us into a nar-
cissistic contemplation, and they are the only kind of animal psychoanaly-
sis understands...and then there is the second kind:  animals with charac-
teristics or attributes; genus, classification, or State animals; animals as 
they are treated in the Great divine myths, ... archetypes...(Jungian)...and 
finally there are the more demonic animals, pack or affect animals that 
form a multiplicity, a becoming, a population, a tale...or once again, can-
not any animal be treated in all three ways?” 
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They are interested in this third type of animal, which is characterized by heterogeneity, 
multiplicity, the existence of a pack or population.  These animal packs are transformed 
by “modes of expansion, propagation, occupation, contagion, peopling”.  But within the 
multiplicity is an exceptional individual, an anomaly. The anomalous accompanies each 
multiplicity and this anomalous is the “phenomenon of bordering”.  

The date 1730 is important for this third type of animal, because it refers to a time in 
European history when there was a type of hysteria over the belief in Vampires, beings 
who had both human and animal forms. “From 1730 to 1735, all we hear about are vam-
pires” (p. 237).  Vampires could transform other normal humans into Vampires by con-
tagion, thereby expanding the population of vampires, but not through heredity.  
Deleuze and Guatarri would like us to seriously consider what we might gain from be-
coming this sort of animal rather than policing the supposed divide between humans 
and animals. 

4.3 Becoming-Animal 

The becoming-animal is a “phenomenon of bordering” between the clusters of each mul-
tiplicity” or population, in which the anomalous individual plays a key role in bringing 
about the contact or contagion, and the packs are continually crossing each others 
boundaries and transforming themselves into each other. The anomalous position has 
traditionally been held by sorcerers, who “haunt the fringes”.  “A multiplicity is defined 
not by its elements, nor by a center of unification or comprehension. It is defined by the 
number of dimensions it has; it is not divisible, it cannot lose or gain a dimension with-
out changing its nature”.  According to Deleuze and Guattari, each individual in the mul-
tiplicity is also a multiplicity, forming an “immense Abstract Machine...yet real and in-
dividual”.  So how may humans enter the bordering with birds? 

When I observe flocks of birds at birdfeeders, and am quiet and still, I notice how the 
birds communicate with each other, both by sound and by movement, when they sense 
danger.  They are always on watch. When they see me filling the feeder they initially 
scatter.  But if I am patient, quiet, and still, I notice that they overcome their fear and 
come closer.  By feeding them, being quiet and still, I have brought them into my territo-
ry, and me into theirs.  I have also experienced their world by climbing trees.  My 
present living space is perched next to the tops of oak trees and I am able to observe and 
in a sense live in their world, as long as they don’t feel threatened.  I have noticed that 
trying to view them through black binoculars, which for some reason seems to be the 
normal color of binoculars, they feel threatened and fly away.  But when I imitate their 
songs, they come closer.  If you put yourself in a bird’s perspective, seeing two symmet-
rical “eyes” attached to a relatively giant body, the reaction to binoculars seems natural.  
When the birds hear birdsong, they expect it to come from another bird, and want to in-
vestigate its source, so come closer. 

4.4 Becoming-Music 

The last section in Deleuze and Guattari’s chapter on Becoming-Animal has to do with 
Becoming-Music, which is a block of musical expression, called a “refrain”, something 
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that can move molecularly somewhere else where it is transformed, or “deterritorial-
ized”.  “All of music is pervaded by bird songs, in a thousand different ways”;  the “re-
frains” of birds are taken up by musicians and transformed molecularly into a “cosmic 
refrain.”   49

My thesis provides three ways of bridging or bordering the human and the bird popula-
tions, through music.  An Arboretum soundwalk attempts to bring the audience over the 
boundary between our territory and the bird’s territory, but is not an imitation.  The 
birds are in control because they can easily flee.  We are quiet, listen, and watch, being 
lead by their refrains.  But the audience hears both recorded bird songs and live bird 
songs in the environment.  This is a bordering between the virtual and the real.  A com-
pletely virtual representation is provided in a website tour, where the audience can “fly” 
from location to location, without having to stay on a footpath. 

The installation sound art takes bird songs and remixes them into a musical concert per-
formance, uniting them with interacting images.  The bird songs heard in the installa-
tion are recorded songs, not live songs, but they are heard by a live audience, presented 
as a concert. The bird songs have been deterritorialized and transformed into the more 
conventional concept of music.  The birdsongs are like tracings, memories  built on the 
bordering of human, bird and other animal refrains. 

Music is only one entryway into becoming-bird.  What about language?  To birds, their 
song is communication first, and music second.  By observing birds and the relation-
ships of their songs to their behavior, humans have made all sorts of interpretations of 
birdsongs.  But what if humans and birds could understand each other’s language? 

4.5  “Concerted Carnival” 

“Becoming-Bird” requires a concerted effort which blurs the boundaries between human 
and bird, and may help the participant to enter a new plateau relationship with birds. I 
suggest that “Becoming-Bird: Sound, Image, Movement” is like a “concerted carnival”.  
This phrase appears in Michel Foucault’s "Nietzsche, Genealogy, History" (1971, p.161 , 
which reflects on Friedrich Nietzsche’s “On the Genealogy of Morals (1887)”. 

 “Genealogy is history in the form of a concerted carnival.”  

For Nietzsche, genealogy is understood as Entstehung or emergence, a study of the “en-
try of forces” erupting or leaping “from the wings to center stage”.  This entry of forces 
occurs in a “non-place”, in an “interstice”, recording the “inconsistent accidents and 
minute deviations” attached to the body, and emergence through a “repeated play of 
dominations”. The phrase “concerted carnival” is a paradox made up of two contradicto-
ry terms.  “Concerted” has the meaning of a planned effort between or among people to 
accomplish something.  “Carnival” refers to a festival devoted to the senses such as the 
Dionysian festivals in ancient Greece, or the carnivals celebrated before the Christian 
Lent. During Carnival, people often wear masks or cross-dress, becoming “other”.    
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The great carnivals of medieval Europe were of great interest to the Russian literary the-
orist and philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin, who saw them as occasions in which the politi-
cal, legal and ideological authority of both the church and state were inverted, even 
though only temporarily.   Rules and beliefs could be ridiculed or transformed during 50

carnival time, encouraging a spirit of free thinking and creativity, like the growth of a 
rhizome.   

Bakhtin recognized that the tradition of carnival dwindled in Europe following the Re-
naissance and the eventual replacement of feudalism with capitalism. As a result, he 
says, the public spirit of the carnival metamorphosed into the 'carnivalesque': the cre-
ativity of the carnival became rendered in certain types of literature, in particular,  
François Rabelais' Gargantua and Pantagruel. Bakhtin believed that the carnivalesque 
literature, like the medieval carnivals, was a way of overturning oppressive and hierar-
chical forms, and liberating the imagination.  Bakhtin was a subject of Stalin’s era, so 
suffered great political and social oppression. 

As a personal connection to the carnivalesque, I read Rabelais’ Gargantua and Panta-
gruel in Middle French in the 1970’s in Portland, Oregon, for my French Satire class, 
and was quite amazed by the knowledge, humor, satire, complexity, etc.  I planned to do 
a term paper comparing the satires of Rabelais and William Burroughs.  Deleuze and 
Guatarri refer to Burroughs many times in their  book, in regards to the cut-up method 
of constructing a book that he used.      

I would propose that the idea of the carnival, rather than the carnivalesque,  can be con-
nected with the Audiotour of the Arboretum.  This walk nudges the participants out of 
their usual mode of walking in a scientific garden, gives them recordings of birdsongs 
and suggestions for making marks in a book.  Through sound, image, and movement 
they are imagining the point of view of a bird and becoming bird.  

4.6  The Birds 414 BCE 

Like carnival, theatrical productions can provide a way of “Becoming-Bird”. I acted in 
the Greek comedy by Aristophanes entitled “The Birds” as one of the Bird Chorus back 
in the late 60’s and had to carefully study the movements of  birds in order to appear as 
a convincing bird on stage, a Becoming-Bird through movement. “The Birds” was first 
performed in an open air theater in the Spring of 414 BCE, at the annual Dionysus Festi-
val in Athens.  In the play, humans converse with birds only because some of the birds 
were formerly humans and can speak both languages.  One of these is Tereus, who was 
turned into a Hoopoe bird by the gods.  He acts as the borderline between the humans 
and the birds, the one who allows the contagion. 

As an aside, the Hoopoe bird has shown up in many cultures.  He has a distinct appear-
ance: a black and white striped back, an orange head, a large orange and black fanned 
crest, and a long curved beak.   In the Hebrew Bible and the Islamic Qur'an, the 51

Hoopoe told King Solomon (the prophet Suleyman, who knew the languages of animals) 
about the existence of the Queen of Sheba and her wealthy lands, and carried messages 
between them.    In Sufi literature, in “The Conference of the Birds”, the Hoopoe leads 52
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thirty different birds to seek out the legendary phoenix. When they arrive they see only 
their own reflections, teaching them the Sufi path to enlightenment.  The Hoopoe does 
not fare so well in European cultures.  Hoopoes and their blood were used to make many 
Medieval instruments and were associated with magic.  The word dupe came from a 
French dialect word for the Hoopoe, to apply to stupid people, because the Hoopoe was 
considered to look stupid.  They might have inherited this idea from the Greeks. 

“The Birds” begins when two elderly men go on a quest to find Tereus the Hoopoe, to 
ask if, from his annual migrations, he has knowledge of a place that is more pleasant 
than Athens, which is crowded and is rife with politics and war.  The men have pur-
chased a crow and a jay as guides, and treat them badly. When they meet Tereus the 
Hoopoe, they make fun of his beak and his lack of feathers (the hoopoe is moulting). Af-
ter concluding that there is no better place than Athens, the men ask what it is like to 
live with the birds, and convince Tereus that the birds would benefit from building a 
new city in the air.  The Hoopoe sings a beautiful song, and his song summons the other 
birds. Birds of all species arrive, including exotic species such as the flamingos and pea-
cocks. Aristophanes has a name for all of them, still recognized today. 

 The men soften up the birds by telling them of their former greatness, that their “race” 
is older than the gods, and even of the earth; that they used to be the rulers of humans, 
and they name the different birds who were former kings of different civilizations.  After 
some debate, the birds are convinced and make an alliance with the men against the 
gods.  They prepare a banquet for the men, and say to the audience: 

“Weak mortals, chained to the earth, creatures of clay as frail as the foliage 
of the woods, you unfortunate race, whose life is but darkness, as unreal as 
a shadow, the illusion of a dream, hearken to us, who are immortal beings, 
ethereal, ever young and occupied with eternal thoughts, for we shall teach 
you about all celestial matters...“If you recognize us as gods, we shall be 
your divining Muses, through us you will know the winds and the seasons, 
summer, winter, and the temperate months...” 

The men are given wings, and one of the birds is given a crown. The two men become 
less and less democratic and more tyrannical. What struck me by this part of the play, is 
that it is like an enactment of colonialism.  The outsider humans arrive and through the 
Hoopoe, who is both a man and a bird, con their way in, convincing the Birds to let 
down their defenses.  They then insinuate themselves into the Birds’ world, and, since 
the birds trust them, take advantage and essentially take away the birds’ power, their 
role as muse, giving them instead a useless human crown.  

“The Birds” demonstrates some of the ways that humans saw birds in ancient Greece. 
Most of these attitudes persist today, through derogatory language such as  “bird 
brains”, “silly as a bird”, “crazy as a loon”, etc. The two clever Athenians want to trick the 
birds into building them them the city, and treat the birds as a human would an “other” 
-- making humor out of natural characteristics of birds, mocking them by making a false 
analogy between bird attributes and human attributes. They talk about the birds walk-
ing around with their mouths open, and how that indicates they lack intelligence.  I have 
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recently experienced a similar false analogy applied to the behavior of my pet birds, Io 
and Phoebe.  When I mention to people that I have videos of my birds mating, people 
say “bird porn”. There is nothing pornographic about the behavior of animals in nature. 

“The Birds” is also a parody which makes fun of the Athenian culture and its govern-
ment, using popular slang, dirty jokes, puns, and all kinds of comedic devices, and using 
birds in a similar way that Hollywood uses birds in its cartoons and animations.  It is an 
extremely creative melding of political and social commentary, natural history observa-
tion, and popular culture.  It reverses the World Order, putting men in charge of the 
gods, as well as nature, even before Aristotle.  This reversal of the World Order is one of 
the important aspects of the idea of Carnival.   

4.7  The Birds 1952 

Some 2000 years after Aristophanes, an English writer in Cornwall, while watching a 
flock of birds, was inspired to write the short story, “The Birds”, published in 1952, in a 
collection of short stories called “The Apple Tree”.   

“The idea for this famous story came to her one day when she was walking 
across to Menabilly Barton farm from the house. She saw a farmer busily 
ploughing a field whilst above him the seagulls were diving and wheeling. 
She developed the idea about the birds becoming hostile and attacking 
him.

In DuMaurier’s story, the birds become hostile after a harsh winter with little food.  
First, the seagulls attack, then birds of prey and finally even small birds, turn against 
mankind.  The nightmarish idea appealed to Alfred Hitchcock who turned it into the 
celebrated film, “The Birds”. DuMaurier disliked the film, particularly the translation of 
the setting from Cornwall, with its small fields and stone hedges, to “small-town Ameri-
ca”. 

The attacks by the birds could be interpreted as a metaphor for the power of nature to 
overthrow the complacency and hubris of humans who think they and their technology 
can control nature.  Hitchcock’s film came out in 1963  and was billed as a horror story 
with a tagline  

 “Suspense and shock beyond anything you have seen or imagined! It 
could be the most terrifying motion picture I have ever made!” 

Some of the images that stay in my mind were the caged birds with an underlying mes-
sage that birds shouldn’t be caged; the urban San Francisco socialite who invades and 
disrupts the peace and quiet of the rural community; the eccentric woman in the bar 
near the end who comments “It’s the end of the world”; an ending which leaves the au-
dience hanging, not knowing why the birds attacked, where they came from, etc., which 
is not a typical hollywood ending that ties up the loose ends. This film is, even today, an 
effective horror film, and a new version is in production. Besides being a horror film, 
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what else might have been in the psyches of the audiences when”The Birds” was re-
leased? 

4.8 Silent Spring 1962 

Audiences all over the world were aware, at least subconsciously, of an underlying mo-
tive for the birds to attack the humans.  Rachel Carson’s book Silent Spring was pub-
lished in 1962, after first being serialized in The New Yorker. Both the story and the film 
versions of “The Birds” appeared in the year following the publication of Silent Spring, a 
book uncovering the connection between DDT and other products of the powerful 
chemical industry, and the decline of bird species (DDT caused egg-thinning).  This led 
to the ban of DDT in the U.S, and the beginnings of a grassroots environmental move-
ment as well as the creation of the U.S. government’s Environmental Policy Agency. 

The serial in The New Yorker appeared before the book was published, giving the chem-
ical industry time to mount a campaign to malign Rachel Carson’s work.  She was pre-
pared. Testifying before Congress in 1963, Carson called for new policies to protect hu-
man health and the environment. Rachel Carson died in 1964 after a long battle against 
breast cancer. Her books about the beauty and interconnectedness of nature continue to 
inspire new generations to protect the living world and all its creatures. 

The Centennial of her birth was last year, 2007, and a book was released, entitled 
“Courage for the Earth: Writers, Scientists, and Activists Celebrate the Life and Writing 
of Rachel Carson.” Democratic Senator Benjamin L. Cardin, Maryland, had intended to 
submit a resolution celebrating Carson for her "legacy of scientific rigor coupled with 
poetic sensibility" on the 100th anniversary of her birth. The resolution was blocked by 
Republican Senator Tom Coburn, Oklahoma, who said that "The junk science and stig-
ma surrounding DDT—the cheapest and most effective insecticide on the planet—have 
finally been jettisoned." 

4.9 Becoming Bird Before the Spring is Silenced 2008 ... 

 What are the Birds telling us today?  Birds are like messengers from the gods.  They mi-
grate all over the world, and their behavior and their appearance or disappearance re-
flects their response to both local habitat creation or destruction and global climate 
changes. We are living in the first major mass extinction since the Cretaceous Era end-
ed, and are gradually waking up to the fact that our way of life with its means of using 
and disposing of resources is out of balance with the rest of the biosphere.  Our industri-
al and electronic creations are drowning out the music of the birds. 

Stop.  Be still.  Listen to the birds and observe what is happening in their world, and how 
they conduct their lives.  We have much to learn from them.  They surround us and we 
are connected.  If my thesis project, “Becoming-Bird”, can help people to pay attention 
and listen to the birds, to hear what they are telling us, and to move toward a better 
awareness and responsibility for our shared oecologie, then I will have accomplished my 
primary objective. 
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